
How to Improve Decision-Making  
to Accelerate Product Development
GE Appliance’s next-generation dishwasher development team created a 
decision-flow mapping process to eliminate project delays.

By John Drogosz, PhD
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It’s one thing for a design team to understand its work using 
value-stream mapping and an obeya so it can complete 

tasks and deliverables on time. But very often, that’s not 
enough. Another variable — decision-making — can gum 
up the works, derailing even project teams adept at using 
the lean product and process development (LPPD) process 
to ensure collaboration and on-time project completion.

As a veteran LPPD coach, I’ve seen and helped design 
teams at other LEI LPPD Co-Learning Partners (CLPs) 
address this problem. In our collaborations, we developed 
a practice called Decision-Flow Mapping, a way to help 
teams better define and make visible the critical decisions 
and questions that would need to be made and answered to 
meet their projects’ goals. 

GE Appliances, a Haier company, is one of those CLPs. 
This story describes how its next-generation dishwasher 
team applied the decision-flow mapping practice, the 
benefits it yielded, and what the team learned from the 
experience. The project, an $80-million investment at the 
company’s headquarters in Louisville, Kentucky, was the 
first program launched during the Covid-19 pandemic.    

Improving Continuously

GE Appliances has been applying lean principles and 
practices for nearly a decade. As its journey continues, the 
company has recognized that creating value and improving 
value streams is best accomplished when starting new 
product development programs. 

Over the past few years, the company’s new product 
development teams, guided by LEI coaches and the LEI 
LPPD Learning Group members, have experimented with 
and rolled out several LPPD practices to improve their 
teams’ performance. In particular, they found that obeya 
increased transparency by making their work visible and 
facilitated cross-functional engagement. 

However, while the obeya helped them manage tasks and 
see issues, some project leaders believed that they could 
— and should — improve their work’s sequencing and 
synchronization, which, in turn, would accelerate learning 
and program completion.

Identifying a Problem

In reflecting on previous projects, the next-generation 
dishwasher team realized that they typically set up project 
tasks and timing in their obeya based on the estimated 
scope and previous project timelines. Yet each project 
has different challenges, so what needs to be learned and 
decided is also unique — so merely completing tasks on 
time does not always equal progress or guarantee success. 

Moreover, sometimes they felt they were exerting more 
effort than needed, not so much in finishing a particular 
task, but when working through getting alignment and 
approval from their stakeholders to proceed. Stakeholders 
sometimes asked for additional information or were 
waiting on other people’s work to be done before making 
their decision, which led to extra unplanned work and/or 
program delays surfacing at the last minute.

What is Obeya?
A project management practice, “obeya” in 

Japanese means simply “big room.” Obeya enables 

the development team to communicate, collaborate, 

coordinate, make decisions, and solve problems 

more effectively. 

An obeya makes a program’s most important 

information visual to enable a shared understanding 

across the development team. Typical elements 

made visual in an obeya include the program 

vision, schedule, performance targets, plans to 

meet performance targets, design concepts, and 

other relevant information. An obeya enables more 

effective problem-solving by helping the design 

team:

• track progress-to-plan for early  

problem identification

• make problems visible

• collaborate cross-functionally

• gain the help and support they need from 

leadership and other team members

Obeya meetings can also offer leadership 

development opportunities to the project team.

from the Lean Lexicon 5th Edition
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Applying a Countermeasure

To address the issue, the team decided to map and track 
when and where they would need responses to critical 
decisions as they completed the project. The resulting 
decision-flow map helped the dishwasher team:

• Provide better visibility of when they needed a 
decision on a particular design element.

• Understand the dependencies between  
the decisions made by different teams.

• Define upfront the necessary knowledge  
and specific tasks required to make critical decisions.

• Help prioritize tasks to close the knowledge gaps.

• Drive decision-making to the people  
closest to the data.

• Understand whether they were  
on or off track in the project schedule.

• Create a cadenced forum for making and 
communicating timely decisions.

The next-generation dishwasher development team created and posted a decision-flow map in its obeya. The map enabled it to make visible its 
progress in making critical decisions, including tracking those made and those it needed to make in the coming weeks.

Defining the Decision Flow  
and Making it Visual

Alison Seward, the program director of the next-generation 
dishwasher program, organized the project team members 
into “fishbone” sub-teams. These teams mirrored the 
manufacturing process for the dishwasher (e.g., door, rack) 
and included cross-functional representation (engineering, 
operations, supply chain, quality).To set up the decision-
flow map, the fishbone teams started by stepping back and 
asking themselves, “What are the fundamental decisions 
that need to be made on the project?” and “What key 
questions need to be answered to deliver customer value 
and achieve their project goals?”

The team posted the decision-flow map prominently in 
the obeya so everyone could see progress and identify and 
prioritize decisions they’d need in the coming weeks. The 
team also defined visuals to clearly show the status of each 
decision (See the illustration at the top left of the next page.) .
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Managing the Decisions to Drive Flow

Setting up the decision flow and making it visual was only 
the beginning. Next, the team needed to execute and adjust 
the plan as knowledge gaps were closed and decisions 
made. So, as they neared each decision deadline, the team 
worked through the knowledge gap(s) that blocked them 
from making it. 

In some cases, it was clear what work they needed to do 
to analyze the situation and then use that data to make the 
appropriate decision. In the other cases, when the decision 
path was unclear or many options were possible, the team 
applied A3 thinking. 

The GE Appliances development teams use a “Critical Decision A3” to work through their knowledge gaps, show their analyses, go over their 
options, and get alignment to make the most informed decision as a team. For design teams who want to adapt decision-flow management 

practices, it’s critical to note that there is nothing magical about using this template. Instead, what’s vital is that teams create a way to 
visualize the work they are trying to improve, not that they adopt a template created by someone else.

Critical to the decision-flow map was defining how to depict decision 
status visually on the map.
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To make these more complex decisions, the project team 
formed a small group and worked together using a “Critical 
Decision A3.” Following the A3 process, the group worked 
through its knowledge gaps, showed its analyses, reviewed 
its options, and aligned to make the most informed decision.

Also, they met periodically with the program leadership to:

• Share the knowledge gained from the completed tasks.

• Evaluate their learnings and either decide as a team 
with the knowledge obtained or agree on the next 
steps needed to gain the information required to make 
decisions in the future.

The “Decision A3” also enabled teams to capture 
new learnings they could share with others or use for  
future projects.

Establishing a Decision-Flow Cadence

The development team incorporated a review of the 
decision-flow map into its obeya process. Every Friday, 
they reviewed it with the dishwasher core team, which 
included the program director and the fishbone leads. 
Decision owners shared the decisions made that week, 
and the group discussed any overdue/late decisions to 
analyze their impacts on the fishbone teams and the overall 
program. So, the Friday meeting ensured everyone was on 
the same page regarding decisions and provided a forum for 
any team member to ask questions or voice their concerns 
about decisions made that week.

 
Plan, Do, Check, Act (PDCA)

Also known as plan-do-study-act (PDSA). 

An improvement cycle based on the scientific 

method of proposing a change in a process, 

implementing the change, measuring the 

results, and taking appropriate action (see 

illustration). It also is known as the Deming 

Cycle or Deming Wheel after W. Edwards 

Deming, who introduced the concept in Japan 

in the 1950s.

The PDCA cycle has four stages:

Plan:   Determine goals for a process and 

needed changes to achieve them.

Do: Implement the changes.

Check:   Evaluate the results in terms  

of performance.

Act:   Standardize and stabilize the 

change or begin the cycle again, 

depending on the results.

Source: Lean Lexicon, Fifth Edition 

Alison Seward is now the executive director of manufacturing quality, 
with business-wide responsibility for all aspects of quality costs, 

internally and externally, for all GE Appliances manufacturing sites 
and Mabe affiliates.

https://www.lean.org/store/book/lean-lexicon-5th-edition/
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“If fishbone team A is two weeks behind, it gives team B 
a chance to speak up and say, ‘My decision is now going 
to be delayed if you are not able to make your decision,’” 
Seward explains. “So it gets [the issue] in front of the entire 
team, so the 50-plus people in that session and everybody 
has the freedom to speak up and talk about those delays or 
decisions — what impact that may have on other groups. 

The decision-flow map was an excellent complement 
to the other obeys tools they were already using, such as 
the visual schedule and the plan-do-check-act (PDCA) 
issue-resolution wall on which they recorded, tracked, 
and resolved problems. There was a great rhythm and 
flow between the three elements.  For example, to call 
attention to an issue or problem, someone described it on a 
PDCA card. In reviewing that card, the affected sub-team 
identified two possible solutions, creating a decision. 

Sometimes, the teams could work through that decision 
themselves without escalating it. However, they would 
add it to the decision-flow map if it had impacts outside 
their fishbone team or could impact the higher project 
deliverables (cost, schedule, etc.).  Once the team made 
a decision, there were frequently new “to do” items to 
execute it, and then they would track those to-dos on the 
visual schedule board along with all the other project tasks.

Getting Team Engagement

While the decision-flow map is a straightforward concept, 
Seward knew it would take some effort to incorporate it 
into the program’s existing operating system. Like many 
LPPD tools, using the decision-flow map may seem obvious 
and intuitive because new members can easily understand 
and use it. Still, the project leadership team must train and 
coach members on using it to gain maximum benefit.  

The dishwasher team first trained the project core team 
(the program leadership team comprised of the leaders of 
each fishbone team) in the decision-flow mapping process, 
and they worked together to mold and modify it to fit the 
specific needs of their project. Then, these half-dozen 
trained leaders became well-versed in the purpose and 
methods of the decision-flow process.  Finally, they shared 
that knowledge and guided its use across all dishwasher 
projects.  It has now become part of the standard way they 
run all projects in the dishwasher organization.

Reflecting on Decision-Flow Mapping 

Overall, the dishwasher development team agrees that 
adding the decision-flow mapping process to its obeya was 
an effective way to achieve alignment on identifying critical 
decisions and the knowledge needed to make them. In 
addition, by making the decisions visual and the decision-
making process more transparent, everyone felt more 
confident they were working on the right task. Finally, and 
perhaps more crucial, by adopting this process, the team 
experienced fewer surprises and misunderstandings that 
typically would have led to rework.

“The decision flow did not 
fall solely on me as program 
director to guide the team 
through the process, which is a 
good thing as any process that 
relies on a single person to be 
successful is doomed to fail.”

“This is hands down my favorite obeya tool. I find that 
these types of simple, easy to understand, and easy to apply 
tools are the best assets for new product development,” 
Seward says. “This is a very empowering tool for the team 
to highlight areas where they are waiting on input to make 
a sound decision before moving forward to continue their 
work.”  Also, she adds, “The decision flow did not fall solely 
on me as program director to guide the team through the 
process, which is a good thing as any process that relies on 
a single person to be successful is doomed to fail.”

Understanding the LPPD Principles

From the perspective of those of us who work to advance 
LPPD thinking and practices and develop new, decision-
flow mapping is another critical way to follow the LPPD 
guiding principle of Understanding Before Executing. This 
principle recognizes and highlights the problems that arise 
when project teams rush to get started and “make progress” 
on meeting their deadlines. Too often, this flurry of activity 
results in them expending time and effort brainstorming 
and closing knowledge gaps that may or may not be value 
added to the project. 
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John Drogosz

Senior Coach and Chief Engineer 
Product and Process Development 
Lean Enterprise Institute    

John has over 25 years of experience applying lean principles and practices in manufacturing, product 
development, and services. As a coach, he has led lean transformations in numerous companies and 
industries, including Northrop Grumman, Johnson Controls, Harley-Davidson, Embraer, and Caterpillar. 
As LEI’s chief engineer, lean product and process development, John leads the development of learning 
experiences that enhance design professionals’ lean development knowledge and capabilities while 
advancing the discipline’s body of knowledge. He codeveloped and is an instructor of LEI’s Designing the 
Future Remotely: A Lean Product & Process Development Immersive Learning Experience. Additionally, 
John teaches classes in lean product and process development for the College of Engineering at the 
University of Michigan. He has contributed to several books and articles, including The Toyota Product 
Development System (2006) and The Toyota Way to Continuous Improvement (2011).

So, the Understanding Before Executing principle reminds us 
to take the time upfront to study what’s needed to achieve 
project goals. And knowing what decisions we need to 
make is a significant part of that. 

Decision-flow mapping also highlights another LPPD 
principle, Developing Products is a Team Sport, by addressing 
the need to keep all stakeholders informed throughout the 
development process.   

Assuring the Adoption of New Practices

Finally, the team and I also reflected on lessons we learned 
about successfully implementing the decision-flow mapping 
process. We noted three critical implementation practices:

• The process was not imposed but introduced to solve a 
particular challenge. 

• Before introducing the new practice, the program 
director and the fishbone-team leads first took the time 
to be trained and experiment with applying the method 
to see if it had the potential to help. 

• The leads then taught and coached their teams on the 
practice and encouraged them to provide feedback to 
adapt the process to make it work better for them. 

As Alison noted, one of the keys to successfully adopting 
the decision-flow mapping process was that it helped make 
team members’ work easier. It was and felt like help! n
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Learn more about LPPD thinking and practices here, where you’ll find 
brief videos explaining each LPPD principle.

https://www.lean.org/explore-lean/product-process-development/
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Become a Co-Learning Partner

Partner with the Lean Enterprise Institute (LEI) to 
accelerate your lean journey and jointly conduct experiments 
on the best way to advance your lean transformation. As 
one of a select group of companies, you’ll work closely with 
LEI thought leaders, such as John Shook, Jim Morgan, and 
other top-flight LEI Coaches and subject-matter experts. 

Within the partnership, LEI Coaches will guide you as 
you design and evaluate the experiments that will help 
you discover the best lean approach to address a business 
problem or achieve breakthrough performance. We 
don’t come in with a cookie-cutter solution. Instead, LEI 
Coaches bring their decades of lean thinking, practice, 
and coaching to bear on the business issues you need to 
address and guide you through discovering — for your 
organization and in the specific situation — how to  
resolve it. 

By offering targeted, immersive experiences that 
demonstrate the value of addressing all five dimensions of 
the Lean Transformation Framework, LEI Coaches ensure 
you and your team gain an in-depth understanding through 
crucial guided practice.

Companies we’ve partnered with

LEI’s Co-Learning Partner Program is for leaders looking 
to transform their enterprise and contribute to the lean 
thinking and practice body of knowledge. You and your 
team will closely partner with LEI Coaches in a journey of 
discovery that will take your organization to the next level.

Join a Learning Group 

LEI’s most advanced partners — those who have reached the 
highest levels of lean thinking and practice — are invited to 
participate in an LEI-facilitated learning group. Open only 
to those who have and are willing to share advanced lean 
thinking and practices, this learning opportunity allows 
organizations and their teams to learn from one another. 
While participants in the learning groups collectively direct 
the learning, LEI Coaches facilitate the meetings three to 
four times per year and share related learning materials.

The meetings are held on-site at a learning group company 
or in virtual gatherings. The learning groups are organized 
around a specific lean thinking and practice discipline, 
industry, business function, and the like.  

The longest-running Learning Group is focused on Lean 
Product and Process Development (LPPD), bringing 
together partner companies interested in transforming 
their product, process, and service development systems. 
Much of this Learning Group’s learning was captured in 
Jim Morgan’s and Jeff Liker’s Designing the Future, which 
LEI co-published with McGraw Hill in 2019. Who knows, 
maybe your lean transformation story will become part of 
an upcoming book published by LEI. 



Continue Your Learning

The Lean Enterprise Institute (LEI) offers a wide range of 
learning resources, all with the practical knowledge you need 
to sustain a lean transformation:

Learning Materials

Our plain-language books, workbooks, leadership guides, 
and training materials reflect the essence of lean thinking 
— doing. They draw on years of research and real-world 
experiences from lean transformations in manufacturing and 
service organizations to provide tools that you can put to 
work immediately.

Education

Faculty members with extensive implementation experience 
teach you actual applications with the case studies, worksheets, 
formulas, and methodologies you need for implementation. 
Select from courses that address technical topics, culture 
change, coaching, senior management’s roles, and much 
more.

Events

Every March, the Lean Summit explores the latest lean 
concepts and case studies, presented by executives and 
implementers. Other events focus on an issue or industry, 
such as starting a lean transformation or implementing lean 
in healthcare. Check lean.org for details and to get first 
notice of these limited-attendance events.

lean.org

A quick and secure sign-up delivers these online learning 
resources:

• Thought-leading content delivered  
monthly to your inbox.

• First notice about LEI events, webinars,  
and new learning materials.

About The Lean Enterprise Institute

The Lean Enterprise Institute, Inc, was founded in 1997 
by management expert James P. Womack, PhD, as a 
nonprofit research, education, publishing, and conferencing 
company. As part of its mission to advance lean thinking 
around the world, LEI supports the Lean Global Network 
(leanglobal.org), the Lean Education Academic Network 
(teachinglean.org), and the Healthcare  Value Network 
(healthcarevalueleaders.org).
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